Take the S1 or S8 train (whichever is the first to leave) to the Hauptbahnhof (main station). The trip will take about 40 mins.

Then follow the instructions above. You can check times here: www.mvg-mobil.de.

The S-train leaves downstairs from the Zentralbereich (central area) between Terminals 1 and 2. Tickets are available from the machines on the ground floor and also at the Terminal 2 end of the platform. If the ticket fits in the blue stamping machine you must stamp it. If it comes from a newer machine it should have a date and time on it in which case it won’t fit in the slot and you don’t need to stamp it.

FROM THE TRAIN STATION (HAUPTBHANHOF):

100 m from Munich’s main train station the Euro Youth Hotel couldn’t be easier to find.

Leave the train station via the exit next to platform 11, turn left onto Bayerstrasse and then take the first right into Senefelderstrasse. The EYH is number 5, 50 yards down on the left hand side.

FROM MUNICH AIRPORT (FRANZ JOSEF STRAUSS):

Take the S1 or S8 train (whichever is the first to leave) to the Hauptbahnhof (main station). The trip will take about 40 mins. Then follow the instructions above. You can check times here: www.mvg-mobil.de.

The S-train leaves downstairs from the Zentralbereich (central area) between Terminals 1 and 2. Tickets are available from the machines on the ground floor and also at the Terminal 2 end of the platform. If the ticket fits in the blue stamping machine you must stamp it. If it comes from a newer machine it should have a date and time on it in which case it won’t fit in the slot and you don’t need to stamp it.

Ticket prices: It is usually best to get a day pass if you are going to make any other journeys on the day of arrival. At the time of writing (winter 2015) a day pass for all zones (necessary for airport) costs €12 for one adult OR €22,30 for up to 5 adults. A single (not a day ticket) for one adult costs €10.80. Kids under 6 travel free, kids aged 6-14 pay €1,30 for a single, €2,90 for a day pass. A Taxi would cost around €60. (!!!)

FROM MEMMINGEN AIRPORT (RYANAIR):

Also called ‘Munich West’ in Ryanairspeak, Memmingen airport is actually about 110km (70 miles) from Munich...

However Ryan Air do often offer incredible bargains so who’s complaining!?

By Bus: From Memmingen Airport you can take the Allgau Express bus (see www.allgaeu-airport-express.de for prices and current timetables). The bus ride is very comfortable and about 90 minutes. It will drop you off at the Main Station (Hauptbahnhof) from where you can follow the instructions above.

Ticket prices: If you book online in advance, the single ticket price is €12 (Winter 2015) If you pay on the bus it is €17.

By Train: If there are more than 3 of you, you might want to consider travelling via train. A BAYERN TICKET costs €23 for one person and €4 for each additional person up to 5 adults. Kids up to 15 can travel with their parents for free. The BAYERN ticket is valid on the bus (number 2) from Memmingen Airport to Memmingen Station, on the train to Munich and then also on the Munich transport system until 3am the next day. It is valid from 9am on weekdays and anytime at the weekend. PLEASE NOTE : it is not valid on the EC,ICE and RJ trains (RE, RB, ALX, S are all ok).

The bus / train journey if you have luck with the connection will take just over 2 hours to Munich Main Station (Hauptbahnhof). From there please follow the instructions above.

ARRIVALS BY BUS:

Arrival at the ZOB (central Bus Station):

The ZOB is conveniently located at the S-Bahn (local train) stop ‘Hackerbrücke’.

From here it is one stop on the s-bahn (or a ten minute walk) to the Hauptbahnhof (main station)… then see instructions above.

As it is only one stop a single trip (Kurzstrecke/short journey) costs €1,40.

Arrival at the Hauptbahnhof: Follow the instructions at the top of the page.

ARRIVALS BY CAR:

Our address is Senefelderstr 5. We suggest you trust in your GPS. Parking is €10/24 hrs in the garage opposite the hostel if you get your ticket stamped by us. (Except during Oktoberfest and the week after).